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MEAL IS INCHING CLOSER TO A BUY SIGNAL 

Posted on 6/17/2015 6:33:05 AM 
 
WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR OVER 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN 
TED AND HIS GROUP.  

  

  

Higher closes for Minneapolis wheat, rough rice, oats, corn, soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil 
while lower for Kansas City and Chicago wheat. The wheat complex dropped forty to fifty cent from its 
highs to its lows over the last week wiping out the fifty cent gains from the week before but in the end 
really changing nothing. The overall trend remains down while, technically, its action over the 
last month continues to show possible bottoming signs. I'm continuing to stand aside as far as my signals 
are concerned but you can trade the sixty to seventy cent range started in early April until you see a 
breakout in either direction. Just look at the charts below using good money management at all times. 
Minneapolis's resistance is from 560 up to around 595 but I would need to see a close over 600 to feel 
more comfortable about a possible major turnaround. For KC but I see 550 to 585 but would also use a 
close over 600 for a potential major turnaround. Finally, for Chicago closing over 505 was good and it's 
testing the 535 area. Oats made its worst low in a couple of weeks before settling one tick higher in minor 
reversal type action after dropping almost nineteen cents over the last week from its high to its low. Its 
next resistance starts around 265 but I would still like to see a close over 300 to possibly turn my long 
term thinking around. Rice hasn't really gone anywhere lately still looking bearish overall. I want to 
conservatively see a close over 1050 for the long haul. Corn had it worst low since last October on 
Monday obviously still looking bearish overall but continuing to hold the 350 area while, in my 
opinion, needing to close over 370 and then 400 for a possible turnaround. The bean complex had a 
strong rally today but the beans and meal are in good looking resistance areas at this time. Excessive 
rain has pushed the beans higher but still look bearish overall while meal, technically, is starting to turn 
around like the oil has done several weeks ago. Of course, if it continues higher overall, the only place for 
the beans to go should be up. It will, as usual, depend on the bean yields in the end. I expect corn to hold 
up better than the beans. BUY SIGNAL FOR OATS AND SOYBEAN OIL. SELL SIGNALS FOR CORN, 
ROUGH RICE, SOYBEANS AND SOYBEAN MEAL. For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & 
more, sign up for a FREE 30 -day trial to markethead.com.
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